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Let li be a number field with ring of integers o, and K be a normal 
extension of k with Galois group r. The integer ring .O of K is then a Gaiois 
module. i.e.. a module over the group ring 01’. During the last few years a 
great deal of information has been obtained regarding the structure of such 
Galois modules. In particular, Friihlich’s conjecture-recently proved by 
Taylor [ 141 -asserts that if K/k is tame then C is determined up to s:able 
;I-module isomorphism by the Artin root numbers of the symplectic 
characters of I’. with % the ring of rational integers. The theory, as developed 
by Fr(ihlich 15 I. Taylor [ 141, and others. encompasses three distinct but 
apparently related topics in algebraic number theory: (1) Galois module 
structure of rings of algebraic integers. (2) Galois module structure of ideal 
class groups of number fields and Grothcndieck and class groups of group 
rings. and (3) the study of arithmetically or analytically defined functions on 
complex characters of the Galois group such as the Artin root number. the 
Artin conductor. and the Galois Gauss sum. 
In this paper we investigate two other Galois modules which intervene ip a 
natural way in the consideration of the above topics. These modules arise as 
elementary ramification invariants of the extension K/k. Their distinctive 
feature is that they arc torsion o-modules. Although they are completeiy 
determined by local data. their projective resoiutions, together with standard 
applications of Schanuel’s Lemma [ 1, Proposition 6.3, p. 361. yield infor- 
mation on global Galois module structure. 
The simplest of these modules is defined by the equality 
T(K/k) = W(K/k),‘Q (0.1 1 
with F’(K/k) the codifferent (i.e., inverse different) of K/k. In Section I. 
Theorems 1.7 and 1.8, we give an explicit structure theorem for the oT- 
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module T(K/k) under the hypothesis that K/k is tame, in which case 0 and 
@(K/k) are locally free or-modules. Our theorem permits the conclusion 
that T(K/k) has a free resolution as a U-module. Comparing with (0.1) and 
using Schanuel’s Lemma, one sees that D and SF(K/k) are stably isomorphic 
U-modules. Since SF(K/k) is the dual Galois module of D, it follows that 0 
is “stably self-dual” over Zr, a result proved by Taylor [ 131 under the 
stronger assumption that the primes of o which ramify in k do not divide the 
order of r. 
In Sections 24 we study the second torsion Galois module, which we 
denote by R(K/k). It is defined as follows. Writing (1, Y) for the set of all 
mappings from a set X to a set Y, we have the familiar bijection 
where 
y:K@,K*(l-,K) (0. la) 
w(x 0 Y>(O) = NY> 
for x, y in K and o in r. K Ok K is a KT-module with K acting on the left 
factor, r on the right, and we then have a unique KT-module structure on 
(r, K) such that w is an isomorphism of such modules. Restricting v to the 
subring 0 OD D of K Ok K yields an Or-module injection 
W: D o,o+ (r, 0). (0. lb) 
It is well known that the homomorphism w of (O.lb) is an isomorphism if 
and only if K/k is non-ramified; this is, for example, a standard application 
of the Galois theory of rings [3, Proposition 1.2, pp. 80-811. Hence the 
torsion DT-module 
R(K/k) = Coker{v: D @,O + (r, D)} (0. lc) 
is an invariant of ramification. Moreover, since (r, 0) is a free DT-module, 
(0. lc) and Schanuel’s Lemma imply that R(K/k) dtermines the Galois 
module c) 0, D up to stable isomorphism, and hence should yield at least 
weak information on the Galois module structure of z). For example, we 
show in Theorem 2.10 that R(K/k) determines completely the local Galois 
module structure of B. The general expectation is that T(K/k) and R(K/k) 
should be useful in treating questions regarding the Galois module structure 
of rings of algebraic integers which are trivial for non-ramified extensions 
K/k, and this paper provides substantial evidence for the accuracy of that 
point of view. These torsion Galois modules are linked by a short exact 
sequence which is a module-theoretic generalization of the elementary fact 
that the discriminant ideal b(K/k) is the square of an ideal of D,; see 
Theorem 2.4 and the remark following (4.3). 
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Our main result on R(K/k) is Theorem 2.15 which, together with 
Addendum 2.30, determines completely its primary corn~o~e~ts for primes at 
which the extension is tame. From this theorem one sees, in a natural an 
conceptual way, how the various “‘Stickelberger elements” enter into the 
theory of Galois module structure. As corollaries we derive Stickelberger-hike 
formulae for the composition series of certain primary components of 
R(K/k) for K/k cyclic and elementary abelian, respectively. The 
is reminiscent of the classical Stickelberger elations satisfied 
class group of a cyclotomic field [7, pi 8; 6j; the second uses explicitly the 
Stickelberger element introduced by McCulloh [S] to study the G&is 
module structure of integer rings in elementary abelian extensions. The proof 
of the main theorem rests in part on certain base-change and local-global 
formulae for R(K/k) explicated in Section 3. 
Section 4 contains a more detailed study of R(K/k) for cyclic extensions 
of degree n. Our point of view is the following. From 
torsion modules over the integer ring O, of the field L 
group of nth roots of 1 in an algebraic closure of k. These modules arise 
essentially by change-of-rings via an isomorphism of the Galois group S of 
k with flu,. In Theorems 4.10 and 4.15 we describe the composition series 
certain of their primary components in terms of routine generalizations of 
the classical Stickelberger elements. These formulae provide similar 
descriptions of the order ideals [IO, pp. 49-501 of these modules which can 
in turn be applied to yield global results. For example, we show in 
Corollary 4.20 that, if there is a single pr p of 0 which ramifies in 
splits completely in L, and 0 0 D D is a fre r-module, then 
is a principal ideal of o, for any prime q of oL above p, with O,(r) an 
appropriate Stickelberger element. In Corollary 4.24 we establish by a 
similar but somewhat more delicate argument, a weak form of the classical 
Stickelberger theorem for cyclotomic extensions of the rational field Q. Our 
approach here is somewhat similar to that of Frohlich [S], although it has 
perhaps a more module-theoretic flavor. Throughout this section the prin- 
cipal tool in our analysis is the above-mentioned “cyclic” corollary of the 
main theorem of Section 2, together with the elementary fact (4.ld) that, if 
M is the cokernel of a one-to-one endomorphism of a finitely generated 
projective module over a Dedekind domain, then the order ideal of rin- 
cipal. 
The preceding discussion elucidates some of thle connections between the 
contents of this paper and topics (I)-(2) listed In the first paragra 
relation with (3) arises as follows. If D is as above and g is an 
then the or-modules of finite homological dimension whit 
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generated torsion o-modules give rise to functions, defined on the complex 
characters of r, with values in the ideal group of a sufficiently large number 
field. In the theory of such modules these “character functions” assume a 
role somewhat analogous to that played by the characters themselves in 
classical representation theory. Their construction is implicit in [5, Appen- 
dix A.1, pp.4264291; for a direct treatment see Desrochers [4, Sect. 81, 
where they are introduced as a routine generalization of the order ideal of a 
finite o-module. 
If K/k is tame with Galois group r, then it follows from the results of 
Section 1 that the character function associated to the U-module T(K/k) is 
the Artin conductor of K/k [4, Theorem 8.41. In a similar fashion, an 
elementary algebraic argument shows that the character of R(K/k) is closely 
related to Friihlich’s generalization of the Lagrange resolvent [5, Sect. 1, 
pp. 384-3901, and hence also to the Galois Gauss sum via his fundamental 
theorem [5, Theorem 2, p. 3911. 
Queyrut [9] has extended Friihlich’s general theory of Galois module 
structure to obtain results for arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily tame) extensions, 
and in particular he and Cassou-Nogues have proved a self-duality theorem 
[ 16, Corollaire 6.3, p. 231 which includes that of Section 1 mentioned earlier. 
More recently Desrochers [4, Sects. 4-61 has generalized the methods of 
Section 1 to obtain an explicit description of the class of the module T(K/k) 
(for arbitrary K/k) in an appropriate Grothendieck group of torsion or- 
modules, and has deduced from this a more elementary proof of their 
theorem, as well as further information regarding the self-duality of 0 as an 
or-module. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings will have identity elements which act as 
the identity transformation on all modules. All modules will be left modules 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. If R is a ring, M is an R-module, and n is 
a non-negative integer, then the direct sum (or coproduct) of IZ copies of M 
will be written as nil4. If r is a group, we shall denote by RT the group ring 
of r with coefficients in R. 
Now let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k. The phrase “prime 
of 0” will always mean a non-zero prime ideal of o. If p is such, we denote 
by k(p) = o/p the residue field of p, and by oP and k, the completions of o 
and k at p, respectively. If A4 is an o-module, then we set M, = opBoM, an 
o,,-module. Of course, if M is a finitely generated torsion o-module, then M, 
is simply the p-primary component of M. This notation will also be applied 
to the slightly more general situation in which o is a finite product of 
Dedekind domains and k is the corresponding product of the quotient fields; 
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in this case, too, op is always a complete discrete valuation ring and k, is its 
quotient field. 
In various parts of this paper we shall have use for separable algebras over 
a commutative ring and for Galois extensions of such rings, and we refer to 
13, Chap. II, Sects. 1-2, and Chap. III] for the asic theory of these objects. 
In particular, if o is a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, we shall often 
consider a Galois (not necessarily field) extension M of k with Gaiois group 
F. K is then a commutative separable k-algebra, and hence a finite product 
with each M, a finite separable field extension of k 13, Theorem 2.5, p. 501. 
There is then a unique maximal o-order in K [ 10, Theorem 10.5, p. 128]1 
namely, 
with Dj the integral closure of D in Ki. If p is a prime of D and 13 is a prime 
of C, above p (i.e., ‘$ n o = p), then we define the decomposition group 
TV E r in the usual way, i.e., 
r= {a in r]cr(P)=?)}. 
Since, as noted above, c), is a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient 
field K,, a standard argument shows that K$k, is a Galois extension with 
Galois group naturally isomorphic to T$, and the usual theory of the decom- 
position and inertial groups [2, Chap. I, Sects. 8-9, pp. 29-391 is valid in 
this setting. 
1. THE TORSION GALOIS MODULE T(.K/k) 
Throughout this section D will denote a Dedekind domain with quotient 
field k, and K will be a finite normal separable extension of k with Galois 
group r. We shall view K as a left Wmodule; the integral closure 8 of D in 
K is then a left or-submodule of K. 
Let t,,,: K -+ k denote the trace map of the extension Kjk, i.e., 
tK,&> = c 4x) (x in K). 
oinr 
If we set 
g(K/k) = {x in K 1 t&xy) is in 0 for all y in 
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the so-called cod@rent or complementary ideal of K/k, then S??(K/k) is an 
or-submodule of K and 0 s ‘iF(K/k). We define 
T(K/k) = GF(K/k)/D (l-1) 
a finitely generated or-module which is torsion as an o-module (since D 
contains a k-basis of K). Note that, by [2, (4), p. 16, and Theorem 1, p. 211, 
T(K/k) = 0 if and only if K is a non-ramified extension of k. 
Recall now that @(K/k) admits the following module-theoretic inter- 
pretation. tKlk yields a non-degenerate k-bilinear form on K, and hence a 
bijection j: K 5 Hom,(K, k), where j(x)(y) = tKlk(xy) for x, y in K. j is a 
kr-module isomorphism if we define the kr-module structure on Hom,(K, k) 
by the formula 
{kJlfl(x> = cf(~-‘(xN 
for c in k, o in r, x in K, and f in Hom,(K, k). If we view Horn,(Z), o) in the 
usual way as an or-submodule of Hom,(K, k), then j induces an or-module 
isomorphism 
lY(K/k) 5 Horn ,(D, 0). (14 
It is then clear that T(K/k) measures, in some sense, the deviation of 0 from 
being a “self-dual” or-module (i.e., being isomorphic to its dual 
Horn,(E), o)), and later we shall investigate this situation for tame extensions 
of number fields. 
Note, incidentally, that j is also an isomorphism of K-spaces if we define 
the K-space structure on Hom,(K, k) in the usual manner: 
W>(x> = f(a4 
for a, x in K and f in Hom,(K, k). Then HomJD, o) is an 0-submodule of 
Hom,(K, k), and (1.2) is an isomorphism of D-modules as well as or- 
modules. 
It will also be useful to observe that the definitions and remarks made so 
far apply without the assumption that K be a field. That is to say, they apply 
to the case in which K is a Galois (ring) extension of the field k with Galois 
group r (see [3, Chap. III, particularly p. 841). In that case K is a finite 
direct product of finite separable field extensions of k [3, p. 84 and 
Corollary 2.4, p. 491; we then take 6 to be the maximal o-order in K. 
We devote the remainder of this section to the computation of T(K/k) for 
the case in which K/k is tamely ramified (or tame), i.e., there exists x in D 
such that t,,,(x) = 1 [2, Theorem 2, p. 211. We assume first that o is a 
complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal p. We shall then denote 
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the maximal ideal of 0 by ‘$3, the residue fields of D and D by k(p) and 
j, respectively, and the characteristics of these fields oreover, we 
set 




with (p. tr) the left ideal of LT generated by p and 8,. T(p, T) is then a ZF- 
module annihilated by p, and hence can be viewed, when convenient, as an 
iF,r-module with IF, = Z/pZ. 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that K is a tame and totally ram$ed (field) 
extension ofk. Then T(K/k) zz k(p) Or 7(“(p, Sj as or-madzkles. 
Proe$ Let n = [K : k]. Then, by [ 2, Proposition 1, p 32 j, n is prime to p1 
and K = k(a), with et” = a, p = oa, and ?, = u. moreover, if G is in S, %hen 
a(a) = x(o) u, with x: r z fiUn an isomorphism of h onto the group ,u, of pith 
roots of 1 in k (in particular, r is cyclic). Finaily, F(K/k) = 
Theorem 2, p. 211, and thus 
T(K/k) = !$3 -n+‘/O. 
Of course, since ?jn = Dp, p annihilates T(K/k), which can therefore be 
regarded as a k(p) r-module. 
NOW, T(K/k) possesses the descending chain { ‘/X3] of k(p)r- 
submodules, with -n + 1 < i < 0. Since k(p) has characteristic prime %o the 
order n of I’? it fohows that 
--nt1 
TWIk) = II 
i+ 1 
i=-1 
as U-modules (or k(p) r-modules). However, for any integer i. 
multiplication by ai yields a k(p)-space isomor~b~sm 
k(p) - = K(p)=~/gZpi/ 
and the induced r-module structure on k(p) is such that o in I- acts via 
rnu~t~~~icatio~ by X’(D) (=x(a)‘). Thus, replacing the c aracter x by ,2-l? we 
have that 
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with r acting on the ith summand via the character xi. That is to say, 
T(K/K) is isomorphic, as a k(p) F-module, to the direct sum of all irreducible 
non-principal representations of r in the field k(p). But we have easily from 
the definition of t, that k(p) 0, T(p, r) is isomorphic as k(p) r-module to 
the same direct sum, and the lemma follows. 
The observations below will be useful in our computation of T(K/k) in a 
more general case. Let, for the moment, kc F g K be fields with K/k finite, 
normal, and separable with Galois group I’. Let 
(r, K) = {ET-, K} (1.5a) 
the set of all functions from r to K. We may view (r, K), on the one hand, 
as a K-algebra with the pointwise operations, and, on the other, as a 
k(T x r)-module, where 
I(% r> UHP) = ew’P4~ (1.5b) 
for u, z, p in r and u in (r, K). We then have the well-known bijection 
ty:K@,K* (T’,K) (1.6a) 
where I& @ v)(a) = xc(y) for x, y in K and o in r (see, e.g., [3, 
Proposition 1.2 (4), p. 8 11). w . 1s an isomorphism both of K-algebras (if we 
let K act on K ok K via the left factor) and of k(T X r)-modules (if we let 
r x r act on K Ok K via the formula (a, r)(x 0 y) = u(x) 0 r(u)). 
Now let A be a subgroup of I’, and F = KA be the corresponding subfield 
of K. r,~ then induces a bijection 
F&K=(Kc&K)~~~~(~-,K)~~~=(~-,K)~ (1.6b) 
the right-most term denoting (with some ambiguity of notation) the subset of 
(r, K) consisting of all functions U: T-t K such that a(&) = 6(u(y)) for all y 
in r, 6 in A. This bijection is an isomorphism both of F-algebras and of FT- 
modules (with r acting on both domain and range as 1 X Tc r x r). 
Suppose now that D is a Dedeking domain with quotient field k, and o, 
and .O are the integral closures of o in F and K, respectively (with k G F c K 
as above). Assume, moreover, that F/k is non-ramzsed. Then, by the general 
theory of separable algebras [3, Proposition 2.3, p. 481, oF @,O is a 
hereditary ring and hence the maximal order in F Ok K, and therefore the 
isomorphism of (1.6b) induces an isomorphism 
0,g,nA (r,c)jA (1.6~) 
(the latter being the maximal order in (r, K)‘). Also, o, @,O c 
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o, 0, F(K/k) E F Ok K and (r, 0)’ E (T, S?(K/F))” cr (T, K)’ and a 
routine computation then establishes that (1.6b) likewise induces an 
isomorphism 
OF OD %?(K/k) A (rs F(K/F))d. (1.6d) 
Of course, what is behind this fact is simply that the trace map can be 
defined for arbitrary commutative algebras of finite dimension over a field, 
and is preserved by base extension and direct product. The same is then true 
for the codifferent, and so g(F@,K) = oF @,P(K/k) and F((T, JV)~) = 
(T, q(K/F))‘; then (1.6b), an isomorphism of Galois extensions of F with 
Galois group T, preserves this data. We note that (1.6~) and (1.613) are 
isomorphisms of o&modules. 
Putting together (1.6~) and (1.6d), we obtain finally that, if F/k is non- 
ramified, then 
OF 0 o T(K/k) 3 (r, T(K/F))A 2 ZF 0 2Rd T(K/F) (1.6e) 
as o,T-modules, the latter isomorphism following from the well-known and 
easily verified fact that (I-, M)’ z ZT oti A4 as T-modules for any RA- 
module M, R any ring. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let D be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient 
field k, and K be a finite normal separable tame extension of k with Gab’s 
group ,r Then 
as C-modules, with A the inertial group of K/k. 
Proof. Let F = KA denote the maximal non-ramified extension of k in K. 
Let o, and c) be as in the preceding discussion, and denote the residue fields 
of k and F by k(p) and F(p), respectively, with p the maximal ideal of o. 
K/F is then tame and totally ramified [ 2; Theorem 2, p. 27 1, and hence we 
can apply Lemma 1.4 to it, obtaining, via (1.6e), the oFFmodule 
isomorphism 
It is then clear that p annihilates T(K/k) ( . since it annihilates F(p)), and thus, 
regarding it as a k(p) T-module, we may replace the left term above by 
F(p) akCPj T(K/k). Writing F(p) as F(p) @kCpjk(p), we then obtain the o,F- 
module (or F(p) T-module) isomorphisms 
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Finally, since all terms are I;(p) r-modules of finite length, we may apply the 
Krull-Schmidt theorem to conclude that 
as k(p) r-modules, hence as or-modules. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
We turn finally to the tame global case. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K be a 
finite normal separable tame extension of k with Galois group I, and z) be 
the integral cloure of D in K. 
(a) If p is a non-zero prime of Q, then 
W/k),Wp)O,W’&, T(p,A)J 
as or-modules, with k(p) = o/p, A the inertial group of a prime of D above p, 
and p the characteristic of k(p). 
(b) Let Pi,-.., prbe all primes of o which ramifv in K, and for each i 
let Ai be the inertial group of a prime of 0 above pi. Then 
T(K/k) z b k(Pi) Or{ZIO,iT(Pi,Ai)J 
i=l 
as or-modules, with pi the characteristic of k(p,). 
Proof. Since T(K/k) is a torsion o-module 
W/k) = Ll T(W), 
P 
with p tracing all non-zero primes of D. Moreover, it follows from the 
definition of T(K/k) that T(K/k), = 0 if and only if p does not ramify in K. 
Hence 
T(K/k) = fi T(K/k), 
i=l 
with pi (i < r) as in (b), and so (b) is a consequence of (a). 
We now prove (a). Let p be a non-zero prime of D, ‘Q be a prime of 0 
above p, and r, be the decomposition group of 9. Then [2, (2), p. 151 can 
be interpreted as asserting the existence of an isomorphism 
k,O,K 5 (r, KV)rw (1.9a) 
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of $-algebras and kJ-modules (the isomorphism sending x 
to the function U: r--+ K,, where u(y) =xy(v) for y in J’). 
bijection induces an or,-algebra and o,T-module isomorphism 
[2, Lemma 2, p. 151. In particular, o,@,O is the maximal order in k,@:,K, 
An argument entirely similar to that of the proof of (1.6d) and Theorem I.7 
then yields an isomorphism 
T(K/k), = op 0, T(K/k) 3 (I-, T(~~/k~))r~ (L9c) 
of oJ-modules. Hence, if A, is the inertial group of , we may apply 
Theorem 1.7 to obtain the following isomorphisms of or-modules: 
This establishes (a) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
In the remainder of this section we apply Theorem 1.8 to obtain infor- 
mation on the Galois module structure of D. If is an or-module (a a 
Dedekind domain, T a finite group), we say that M is stably seEf-dual if there 
is a finitely generated projective or-module B such that 
as C-modules, the or-module structure on being defined by the 
formula o(f)(x) = f (o-lx) for 5 in S, S in II0 
course, in that case P can be chosen to be a free ~~-module. 
moreover, that h4 is called stably free if there exists a finitely genera 
or-module F such that M @ 6; is likewise free. If M is stably free, then it is 
necessarily stably self-dual. 
The results below generalize theorems of A. Sze [ 12, roposition 3.11 and 
M. Taylor ] 131, respectively. 
THEOREM 1.11. Let K/k, r, etc., be as in Theorem I.8 (in pa~t~~~~~~~ 
K/k is tame), and P~,~..,P~ and Al,..., A, be as in T~~Q~~~ l.%(b). Assume 
that k is a finite separable extension of a field k’, and D’ is a ~e~ek~~d 
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domain with quotient field k’. Then D is a stably self-dual #T-module if and 
only if 
N= fj sio’r@o’di(p;, tJ 
i=l 
is a stably free o/T-module, where (pi, tdi) is the left ideal of o’Ai generated 
by of = pin o’ and tdi, respectively, and si = [k(p,): k’(pf)]. 
Prooj (1.1) and (1.2) yield an exact sequence 
O-+D+Hom,(D,o)+T(K/k)+O 
of or-modules. Moreover, by Theorem 1.8 (b), 
T(K/k)z ILI k(Pi)O,{ZrO adiT(p,Ai)} 
i=l 
z U k(Pi) Ok(p/, {LrO,i(k(Pf) @,T(Pi,Ai))} 
i=l 
z LI sizr@ai {k(Pf) O,T(Pi> Ai)} 
i=l 
as o’r-modules. Now, the obvious FPiAi-module exact sequence 
O+ (EpiAi) tdi+ F,,Ai-t T(p,,Ai)-tO 
gives rise to the k(p;) A,-module exact sequence 
O+ {k(Pf)Ai}t~ijk(pf)Aijk(Pf)O,T(Pi,Ai)jO 
and hence also to the o’A,-module exact sequence 
O-t(~f,Ai)+~‘Ai+k(pf)@zT(pi,Ai)+O 
since the inverse image of {k(pf) Ai} tdi, under the canonical homomorphism 
o’Ai + k(pf) Ai, is simply (pf , Ai). It then follows easily that we have a short 
exact sequence 
O-+N+F+ T(K/k)+O 
of o’T-modules with F a free o’T-module of rank s = Ci=r si. Finally, since 
K/k is tame, Q and Hom,(D, o) are or-projective [2, p. 221, and hence, 
Hom,(D,o)@NzD@F 
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by Schanuel’s Lemma [I, Proposition 6.3, pi 361. A routine rank argument 
then yields the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let K/k be a normal separable tame extension of 
algebraic number fields with Galois group r, and D be the ring of integers in 
K. Then Q is a stably self-dual ZT-module. 
Proof: We apply Theorem 1.11 with k’ = Q and O’ = L. In this case 
where p1 ,..., p . are ordinary prime numbers. Since the inertial group ili is 
cyclic of order prime to pi [2, Theorem 1, p. 29], it follows from a well- 
known result of Swan [ 11, Corollary 6.1, p. 2801 that (pi. tdi) is a free Zdi- 
module, and hence N is a free LT-module. This completes the proof. 
Remarks 1.13. Using arithmetic methods, Cassou-Nogues and Queyrut 
[16, Corollaire 6.3, p. 231 have proved a self-duality theorem for arbitrary 
c i.e., not necessarily tame) extensions of algebraic number fields which 
generalizes Corollary 1.12. More recently, esrochers has used the 
torsion Galois module T(K/k) and the techniques of this section to obtain an 
algebraic proof of their result [4, Theorem 5.11. 
2. THE TORSION GALOIS MODULE R(K/k) 
Let D be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k 
extension of k with Galois group r, and 0 be the maxi 
remarks following (1.6a) imply that the bijection 
introduced there is an isomorphism of KT-moduies, with M, r acting on the 
ieft and right factors of K ok K, respectively, and the B--module structure of 
(r, K) given by the formula { (ao) u}(t) = au(zo) for a in K; a, r in F; and u 
in (P; K). Restricting ly to %! oD 0 c K ok K then yields an injection 
of left Or-modules. We define 
R(K/k) = Coker{v: 00, 
a left C)r-module. Since (r, 0) is a finitely generate 
contains a K-basis of K Ok K, R(K/k) is then a finitely gene 
XlOdUk. 
481/91/1-E 
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In this section and the next we shall elaborate some of the elementary 
properties of R(K/k), d iscuss its connection with the Galois module structure 
of 0, compute it in important special cases, and prove some of the 
fundamental “change-of-base” formulae used in these computations. For K/k 
tame, R(K/k) is closely related to the “resolvent” character functions of [ 5, 
Sect. 1, pp. 384-3901. Its connection with the Galois module T(K/L) 
introduced in Section 1 arises through Theorem 2.4 below, which is a 
module-theoretic ounterpart of the “conductor-resolvent formula” [ 5, 
Theorem 18, p. 4231. 
For this theorem we shall need the concept of the transpose M’ of a 
finitely generated torsion o-module M, which is defined by the condition 
Ii@ = Horn ,(M, k/o). (2.2) 
Just as with ordinary duality of finite abelian groups, one sees that Mf x M 
as o-modules (although not in a natural way); in particular, ML is likewise 
finitely generated and torsion. Moreover, the assertions below follow quickly 
from standard homological algebra: 
M’ 2 Ext:(M, o) (2.3a) 
the isomorphism being the appropriate connecting homomorphism in the 
long exact sequence for Ext,*(M, -) which arises from the short exact 
sequence 0 -+ o -+ k--t k/o --f 0. 
If M = Coker(f), with f: Q--f P (2.3b) 
an injection of finitely generated projective o-modules, then there is a short 
exact sequence 
0 --t Horn,@‘, o) x Hom,(Q, o) + M’ + 0 
the unlabeled arrow denoting the composition of the connecting 
homomorphism Hom,(Q, o) --f Ext ‘,(M, o) and the inverse of the isomorphism 
(2.3a). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K be a 
Galois extension of k with Galois group r, and 0 be the maximal o-order in 
K. Then there is an exact sequence of QT-modules 
O+R(K/k)+Q@,T(K/k)+R(K/k)‘-+O 
where R (K/k)’ = Horn O(R (K/k)), K/S)) is the transpose of the C)-module 
R(W). 
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B-004: Let tBlo be the trace map of the O-algebra B = (rg 
satisfies the formula 
and gives rise to an isomorphism of DT-modules 
where 
.h : B 2 Horn&Z, 0) (2.5a) 
for u, z’ in B. These assertions can be verified easily by direct computation, 
or by using the fact that B is a Galois extension of I, with Galois group r 
(see [3], especially Proposition 1.2, pp. 80-8 1, and Definition, pp. 84-85 ] ). 
This isomorphism then fits into the commutative diagram of DT-module 
homomorphisms 
where the right-most vertical isomorphism is the canonical one, 
# = Hom,(~, D), and the injection j: D -+ Hom,(D, o) is induced by the 
isomorphism j: K z ---t Horn,@, k) discussed before (1.2). f course, 
vy, 1, @j, and I/ are injections, I$ being so because I?(&%) = Coker(yl) is a 
torsion D-module. That the diagram commutes follows immediately from 
naturality properties of the trace map; it can also be verified easily by direct 
computation. 
Now, since 0 is a projective o-module, Coker( 1 c 0 j) zz B 0, T(K/k) as 
)3r-modules. Moreover, (2.3b) yields an OT-module isomorphism Coker 
(I#) z R(K/k)‘. Th e d esired exact sequence follows immediately, corn~~et~~~ 
the proof. 
Next we examine R(K/k) for the case in which k is the quotient field of a 
complete discrete valuation ring o with prime p, and K is a tame and total’ 
ramified Galois (field) extension of k of degree n with Galois group I+. Let 
be the integral closure of o in K, and !J3 be the prime of 0. Recall that then, 
as noted in the proof of Lemma 1.4, n is prime to the characteristic p of k(p)9 
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and K = k(a), where a” = a in k, 13 = Da, and p = oa. Moreover, there is an 
isomorphism 
x: I--=-+ p, (2.6) 
(with ,un the group of nth roots of 1 in k) such that a(a) =x(o) a for all CJ in 
r. Sometimes it will be convenient for us to identify ,u, with the group of nth 
roots of 1 in k(p) under the bijection induced by the residue map o --f k(p). 
Note that the character x is unique; e.g., it is uniquely specified by the 
condition that (T(X) E x(a) x (mod ‘$3 “) for all x in 9. Finally, if A4 is an D- 
module and i is an integer, we shall denote by M, the OT-module defined by 
the conditions that 
Mi=M as D-modules (2.7a) 
u(m) =x’(u) m for (T in r and m in M. (2.7b) 
THEOREM 2.8. Let K/k, etc., be as in the preceding paragraph. Then 
n-1 
R(W)= LI (O/Vp’)i 
i=l 
as DT-modules. 
ProoJ: Since D = o[a] by [2, Theorem 1 (ii), p. 231, { 1, a ,..., a”-’ } is a 
basis of the free o-module z), and thus { 1 @ 1, 1 @ a,..., 1 @ an-‘} is a basis 
of the free D-module 0 0, D. Moreover, if w: K Ok K 3 (I’, K) is as in 
(1.6a), then an easy computation shows that ~(1 @ ai) = a$, where ui in 
(r, D) satisfies the condition ~~(0) =x’(o) for o in r. Since x: rz pu, is an 
isomorphism, it is well known that the matrix (~‘(a)) (where 0 < i < IZ and o 
is in r) is invertible over o, and thus {u,, U, ,..., u _i} is a basis of the free O- 
module (r, 0). Since Da’ = Vi and the definition fthe KT-module structure 
on (r, K) yields easily that y(uJ =x’(y) ui for y in r, the theorem then 
follows from (2.1). 
Remarks 2.9. Here is an alternate approach to avoid the computation 
that the matrix ki(o)) is invertible. Since I+V is injective, {Us,..., u,-i} is a 
basis of a free D-submodule F of (r, 0). Now use Lemma 1.4 and 
Theorem 2.4 to show that the finitely generated torsion D-modules R(K/k) 
and F/Im(y/) have the same length and hence F = (I’, 0). 
Before turning to more involved computations in further special cases, we 
show that the or-module R(K/k) completely determines the “local” Galois 
module structure of XJ, and provides much information regarding the 
“global” Galois module structure of nD, with n = [K: k]. 
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THEOREM 2.10. Let D be a Dedekind domain with ~u~tie~t~e~d k, T be 
a j&&e group of order n, K and K’ be Galois e~ten~~o~s of k with Galoois 
group S, and 0 and 0’ be the maximal o-orders in K and K’, res~ect~ve~. 
(K/k) x R (K//k) as or-modules. Then: 
(a> Q&D z o p @* D’ as o J-modules for all primes g of D. me 
and Q’ are in the same “genus” of or-lattices (see [IO, p. 2321). 
(b) 1s 0 and DO are free o-modules, then there is a finitely gegnerated 
free or-module F such that 
(nEl)@Ez (?m’)@F 
as C-modules, i.e., nD and nO’ are “stably i~orn~r~h~c.~~ 
Pr00lJ: e look at the short exact sequences of or-modules arising from 
the definition (2.1) of R(K/k), namely, 
By the remark following (1.6e), (r, 0) z Or, etc., as or-modules; thus the 
middle terms of the above sequences are or-projective, and Schanuel’s 
Lemma 11, roposition 6.3, p. 361 then implies that 
(mg,f3),)0pr)~p~, (2.11) 
as or-modules. If 8 and 9’ are free o-modules, then @,D~nnD and 
6’@,x3 ’ c nD as or-modules, Or% ZI’r z P is a free or-module of rank 
t?, and (b) then follows easily from (2.11). 
n the other hand, if p is as in (a) o,@,O and a,@,o’ are free ~~ 
so we may apply the functor o, 0, (--) to both sides of (2. II) 
to obtain an o,T-module isomorphism 
The Krull-Schmidt Theorem for o,T-modules [IO, Exercise 6, pp. X8-89] 
then implies that 
as modules, completing the proof of (a) and the rem. 
devote the remainder of this section to des ions of composition 
series of R(K/k) for certain abelian extensions K/k. rder to discuss these 
composition series in a systematic way, we shah use the “‘semi- 
simplification” of a module with finite length, which we introduce forthwith 
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(the appropriate Grothendieck groups would provide a slicker treatment, but 
at the price of more space and greater abstraction). 
DEFINITION AND REMARKS 2.12. Let R be any ring, M be an R-module 
of finite length, and 
M=M,zM,z.+.I>M,=O 
be a composition series of M, i.e., Mi/Mi+, is a simple R-module for all 
i < r. We define the semi-simplification fM to be the semi-simple R-module 
r-1 
Of course, the Jordan-Holder Theorem implies that the isomorphism class of 
dR(M) is independent of the choice of composition series of M. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let K/k, r, etc., be as in Theorem 2.8. Then, for i > 0, 
the n)T-module (0/13i)i has the composition series 
with simple factor modules isomorphic to K(V),, where K(V) is the residue 
field of K (recall that the OT-modules K(V),, etc., are detined in (2.7)). 
Hence, by the theorem 
n-1 
“m(R(K/k)) z LI iK(VPi 
i=l 
as or-modules. Since K/k is totally ramified, K(‘$) = k(p), the residue field 
of k, and so 
n-1 
~dR(K/k)) z LI ik(P)i 
i=l 
as or-modules. 
The following change-of-base formulae for R(K/k) will play an important 
role in our computations; they will be proved in Section 3, Corollaries 3.8 
and 3.11. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K be a Galois 
extension of k with Galois group r, and D be the maximal o-order in K. 
(2.14a) Assume that K is a field, and let d be a subgroup of r such 
that F = KA is non-ramified over k. Then 
R (K/k) cz ZT 0 $d. R (K/F) 
as or-modules. 
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(2.14b) Let p be a prime of o, Q be a prime of Q above p, and I’$ c I- 
be the decomposition group of !$I. Then 
as or-modules. 
(2.13) and (2.14) yield a concise formula for the semi-simp~i~cat~o~ 5f 
certain primary components of R(K/k). 
THEOREM 2.15. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K be 
a Galois extension of k with Galois group r of order n, and 0 be the 
maxima! o-order in K. Let p be a prime of o which is ram$ed in K, A c I‘ be 
the inertial group of a prime !$ of D above g, and F = K$. ~ss~rne~~~a~~y 
that the characteristic of k(p) is prime to FL Then there is an ~somor~~~srn 
x: A 3 ;u,(m)), with d = [A: I], such that 
as of-,modules, where s = [F: kp] and the oA-module F(p), is defined as in 
(2.7) relative to the character x. If k(p) contains all dtth roots of I, then 
+(R(K/k),) z + “il; z-U@, k(p),. 
I-l 
ProoJ Note first that (b) is meaningful, since if k(p) contains all dth 
roots of 1, then x takes values in pu,(k(p)). Observe also that, since the 
characteristic of k(p) is prime to PZ, all terms in the above formulae are semi- 
simple or-modules; moreover, K,/k, is tame 12, Theorem 1, p. 291. X,/B; is 
then tame and totally ramified, and so we have the “canonical character” 
x: A 2 ‘GYP)) 
of (2.6) which (given 9) is uniquely determined by the condition 
a(x) = x(a) x (mod 
(2.13) and (2.14) then yield that 




as or-modules, with TV c r the decomposition group of (note that we are 
using the fact that the functors LT, oti (-) and ZT@,, (-)? being exact, 
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preserve semi-simplifications). Equation (2.17), together with the equation 
n = sd[T: T$], yields (a). Part (b) then follows from (a) and the observation 
that if x takes values in ,~,(k(p)) then F(p), z sk(p), as or-modules. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now specialize to the case in which K/k is cyclic. If x is a rational 
number we shall denote the fractional part of x by (x), i.e., (x) is the unique 
rational number satisfying the conditions 
0 < (x) < 1 (2.18a) 
(x) z-x (mod Z). (2.18b) 





COROLLARY 2.19. Let K/k, o c 0, p, etc, satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.15. Assume in addition that the Galois group r of K/k is cyclic of 
order n and k(p) contains all nth roots of 1. Then there exists an 
isomorphism 
x: r5 dk(p)) 
such that 
b&R(K/k)J = *G n (a) k(p), 
i=l 
with r = [l? A] and k(p)i as in (2.7) relative to the character x, 
Proof If r’ is a subgroup of r and x’: r’ +,uJk(p)) is a 
homomorphism, we denote by k(p)h’) the k(p)r’-module (hence or’- 
module) defined by the conditions that k(p)k’) = k(p) as a k(p)-space and 
a(x) =x’(o) x for c in r’ and x in k(p)k’). In particular, k(p)hi) is the or- 
module k(p), appearing in the formula we wish to prove. Since the inertial 
group A (of a prime over p) has order d = n/r, we obtain from 
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NOW, our hypotheses on n and p imply that the basic de~~itio~s an 
theorems of the theory of representations of finite groups apply to represen- 
tations and characters of subgroups of T in the field k( 
Chaps. I-II]. In particular, we obtain from the Frobenius 
[15, Theorem 13, p. 731 that 
with x’ tracing all homomorphisms x’: T+~~(k(p)) such that ResiX’ = w’, 
denotes the restriction of characters of F to the subgroup A. 
Since T is cyclic of order n, we may select an isomorphism x: rz ~,(k(n)) 
such that Re& = IV. For the same reason, A = jy’ / y in T}, and it is then an 
exercise to show that, if x’: r+,q,(k(p)) is a character of S, then 
x’ = w” if and only if 
for some j = O,..., Y - 1. Substituting in (2.20) yields 
We wish to index the terms in this coproduct by the natural numbers less 
than n. To do this, note that, if 0 < i < d and 0 < j < r, then 
r(i + dj) = nj + ri 
since rd = n, and since ri < n it follows from (2.18c) that 
with k = i + dj. But, as i traces the set {O,..., d - I} an j traces the set 
{O,..., r - I ), k = i + dj traces the set {O,..., n - 1 j4 and so (2.21) becomes 
Replacing k by i yields the desired formula, and the proof of the corollary is 
complete. 
Finally, we consider R(Klkj for an elementary abelian extension 
shall deduce, from the general formula of Theorem 2.15, an expression for 
the semi-simplification of certain primary components of R&/k) in terms of 
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the “Stickelberger element” of an elementary abelian extension introduced by 
McCulloh [ 81. 
The expression we shall derive utilizes the following general construction. 
Let w: R --f S be a homomorphism of rings and M be an R-module. We 
denote by w . M the S-module obtained from M by “change of rings,” i.e., 
co-M=S@,M (2.22a) 
with S viewed as an S-R-bimodule according to the formula 
bya = byw(u) (a in R; b, y in S). 




We shall be interested in co . M primarily for the special case in which 
S = R and cc) is an automorphism of R; note that then the mapping 
x + 1 @ x yields an isomorphism 
Mao-M (2.22c) 
of abelian groups. Moreover, the action of R on w . M satisfies the formula 
a(1 OX)= 10 w-‘(a)x (2.22d) 
for a in R, x in M. Now let 0 be the automorphism group of the ring R and 
WlY, w, be elements of Q. If ~zi,..., n, are nonnegative integers, then 





In particular, let R = or, with r a group and o a commutative ring. Then 
any automorphism w of r extends uniquely to an o-algebra automorphism of 
R; thus w . M is meaningful in this case and, moreover, (2.22b) is an 
isomorphism of o-modules. Equation (2.22d) is similarly meaningful for an 
automorphism wi ,..., w of r. 
Now let 4 be a prime and r be an elementary abelian group of order 
n = q’. Following McCulloh [8, Summary and Sect. 31, we invoke a charac- 
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terization of T which allows the introduction of a counterpart of the classical 
Stickelberger element. Namely, the additive group Fz of the field F, with n 
elements is isomorphic to IY If 4: 6; 3 r is such an isomorphism and M is 
an element of the multiplicative group iFz of IF,, we shall denote by [cx], the 
automorphism of T corresponding via 4 to the automorphism of F,+ obtained 
by multiplication by CX, i.e., 
(2.23) 
for ‘r in T. Let F, be the (prime) subfield of IF,, with q elements. If (;1 is in IF,) 
we denote by t(a) the non-negative integer uniquely determined by the con- 
ditions 
(2.24a) 
where “T’rFJFg” denotes the trace of the field extension F,/F,. 
&EMMA 2.25. Given the fbllowing data: 
(a> a prime q, an elem(entary abelian q-group I- of order n = qs, and a 
subgroup A of T of order q; 
(b > an isomorphism 4: iF,t 5 r of groups; 
(c j a field k of characteristic prime to q which contains all qth roots of 
1, and a homomorphism II: r+ ,uu,(k) which is nontrivial on A; 
(dj a k-space M; 
denote by M(x) the kr-module defined by the conditions that M(x) = M as a 
k-space and ox =x(a) x for o in r, x in M. Then there exists /3 in Fz such 
that, fo.r any i = 0 ,..., q - 1, 
ainA, 
as kr-modules, with 
A, == {a in iFz / t(c$) = i}. 
Proof. Let A: F4* sp,(k) be any isomorphism; then there is a unique 
IF,-space homomorphism f: F, + IF, rendering the diagram below com- 
mutative: 
F,t- f, F, + ,a$) 
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Since x is non-trivial on A, there exists pi in d-‘(d) withfQ3,) = 1, in which 
case #-‘(A) = F,J?, and f(x,!3,) = x for x in F,. Moreover, since Tr IF,,IF, : 
IF, + IF, is surjective and Homrq(iF,, F,) is an If,-space of dimension 1 via 
the formula following (1.2), there is a unique /3* in iFz such that 
for all x in iF,. Setting /3 = /3,/?, in Fz, we then have that, for all CL in Fc and 
x in iF,, 
fwP,x)~ =f(dJx = TrFn,Fq(aP>fCo,x). (2.26a) 
Now, if x’: r -+ ,~~(k) is any homomorphism, then there is a unique f’ in 
HomFg(F,, IF4) such that x’ = A of’ o #-‘, and then a unique a in Fz such 
that f’(x) =f(ax) for all x in F,. Equations (2.23), (2.26a), and the 
equation A = # - ‘(FJ3,) then imply that 
Resi 01’) = Resz hi) with i = t(c@). (2.26b) 
In other words: 
If 0 < i < 4, then Resf;&‘) = Resiki) if and only if a 
(defined as above) is in Ai. (2.26~) 
Note, in addition, that if y is in r then we have from (2.23) that 
X([al,(y))=X{$(a~-‘(Y))} =4fw’(m 
=w’U-‘w)l =x’(Y)* 
Hence, if M is as in (d), (2.22c, d) yield that 
as &modules. 
[a],’ *M(j$zM(y) (2.26d) 
Finally, just as in the argument following (2.20) we have from the 
Frobenius Reciprocity Law that 
for any i, where x’ traces all homomorphisms x’: r+ pu,(k) such that 
Resi x’ = Res,X . r i This, together with (2.26c), yields the desired formula, 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
We now introduce the Stickelberger element arising in the context of 
Lemma 2.25. Given q, n, r, etc., as in the lemma, we set 
0, =$ c t(a)[a],’ 
a in IF,’ 
(2.27) 
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is an element of the rational group ring , with .f2 the a~tomorp 
is in L.Q. We assume the isomorphism 4: FJ 3-T chosen once and for ah. 
COROLLARY 2.28. Let o be a Dedekind domain with ~~~t~e~t~@i~ k, K 
be a normal separable extension of k with Galois group T, and be the 
integral closure of o in K. Assume that T is an elementary ~be~i~~ q-group of 
order n = qS, with q a prime. Let p be a prime of 0, r~rn~~ed in K, such that 
the characteristic of the residue field k(p) is prime to qS Then there is a 
s~rn~le or-module M with the property that 
with the semi-simple or-module n@, . M as in (2.22e). 
BroojI Let A c r be the inertial group of a prime 
assumption on p implies that p is tamely ramified in K 
and hence A is cyclic [2, Proposition I, p. 32 j. Since P” is elementary abelian, 
it follows that A has order q; moreover, if Ts, is the decomposition group of 
there is a subgroup 2 of TV with T,= A x 22 E = Ki is then a tame 
e~te~sio* of k, with Galois group isomorphic to A. Also, since K$ is the 
unique maximal subfield of K, non-ramified over k,, it folows that E/k, is 
totally ramified. Therefore k, (and hence k(p)) contain all qth roots of 1, by 
12, Proposition 1, p. 321. We may now apply Theorem -15 to obtain an 
isomorphism ri/: A z,uu,(k(p)) with the property that (in t e rotation of that 
theorem) 
as or-moduies. 
Since T is elementary abelian, I,U = Resix some homomorphis 
x: T+ p,(k(p)); then, by Lemma 2.25, there exist in IF: such that, for alE 
i = o,..., q - 1, 
Zr@a k(p), = B-O, k(p)(,$) z 
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as k(p) r-modules (hence as or-modules), with Ai as in the lemma. Thus 
q-1 
+4W/k),) =: qs-’ Ll LI ibl,’ + k(p)Ol) 
i=l ninAj 
= qs-’ ,&IF* wob1,’ * k(P)OI) 
n 
the latter equation because Fz is the disjoint union of A ,, ..., A - i . Since the 
mapping Fz + Q = Aut(T), where a + [a], , is a homomorphism of groups, 
we may replace a by a@ in the above coproduct and use (2.22b) to conclude 
that 
il,(R(K/k),) z qs-’ u t(a)[a],’ . M= n@, . M 
min IF,’ 
with M = Go], . k(p)h). Th is completes the proof of the corollary. 
Addendum 2.30. In Theorem 2.15 we exhibited a formula only for the 
semi-simpl@ation of certain primary components of R(K/k), since that was 
what was desired for our applications. It is easy, however, to obtain a similar 
formula for these components themselves; we need only make minor 
adjustments in the proof of the theorem, the most important of which is to 
use (2.8) rather than (2.13). This yields, with notation as in the statement of 
the theorem, 
d-l 
as or-modules for any prime p of o which is tamely ramified in K. 
3. BASE-CHANGE FORMULAE 
The purpose of this section is to discuss the behavior of the Galois module 
R(K/k) under change of field and Galois group, base extension, and 
completion at a prime. We begin with the following situation: 
o is a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, (3.1) 
kc F c K are fields, with K normal separable over k, and A = Gal 
(K/F) E r = Gal(K/k). 0 an d o, are the integral closures of o in K and F, 
respectively. Finally, we write r = UT=, yiA, with r = [E A] and {yi 1 i < r} a 
fixed transversal of I’/A. 
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The following construction will be useful. If M is a KA-module, we define 
another KA-module {T/A, Ml by the conditions that: 
As a kA-module, {T/A, M} = (T/A, 
functions u:T/d*M, a kA-module under the 
pointwise operations. 
{T/A, M} is a K-module according to the formula 
(au)(~iA) = Y;“(U) U(YiA) (i < r). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
If M is an DA-module we define, in entirely similar fashion, another 
module {T/A, M}. It is easy to see that the mapping {r/A,M) -+ yi 
where yi . M is as in (2.22a) and u --t 1 @ou(yiA), is a surjection of DA- 
modules, and these for i < r give rise to an DA-module isomo~hism 
Note that a homomorphism f: M-+ N of KA-modules (or DA-modules) 
yields another such homomorphism {r/A,f}: {r/A, M} --) {T/A, N); in fact, 
in either case we obtain an exact endo-functor {T/A, -1. Finally, it is not 
difficult to show that the module {T/A, Mj depends on the choice of 
transversal of r/A only up to isomorphism; however, we shall not need that 
fact. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let K/F/k, etc., be as in (3.1). Ther, the diagrams below 
commute. In the first, each mapping is an isomorphism of KA-modules; in the 
second, each is an isomorphism of IV-modules. 
z j2 
1 
K@,(F@,K) 1’FeF’k >K@, (r,K)A ++ (&K&K)‘++ (I’,(A,K))” 
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The mappings are defined as follows: 
ta) e/k and yKIF are as in (1.6a). 
@I vK/F/k : K ok F -% (I,tA, K) is the K-space isomorphism given by 
the formula 
vK,F,kcx @ Y)(yA) = xY(u) 
(it is an obvious variant of the isomorphisms of (1.6)). 
(c) vF,K is the isomorphism of (1.6b). 
(d) i, and j, are defined by the formulae 
for x, y in K, y in I, u in (I/A, K), and v in (I’, K)‘. 
(4 i, and j, are defined by the formulae 
for ~4 in {T/A, (&WI, v in (I’, K), y in I, and 6 in A. 
(f) & = {r/A, vK,F} and & = try vK,F)” 
The lemma is proved by routine (although somewhat tedious) 
computations which we omit. We remark only that K OF K is always viewed 
as a KA-module with K, A acting on the left and right factors, respectively; 
the formulae for the inverses of i, and j, are 
{iF’(U’)(YiA>l(@= Y;11u’(Yi6)l 
j; ‘WW = v’(N). 
The next lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.6. The isomorphisms of Lemma 3.5 yield, upon restriction to 
the appropriate submodules, the commutative diagrams below. In theflrst, all 
mappings are injections of DA-modules, with i, and i, isomorphisms. In the 
second, all mappings are injections of Or-modules, with j, and j, 
isomorphisms. 
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, 
THEOREM 3.7. Let K/F/k, etc., be as in (3.1). Then the ~om~mo~~h~sms 
of Lemma 3.6 yield the short exact sequence 
(a) 0 * R (K/F/k) 0 ok 0 + R (K/k) + {T/A, 
of DA-modules, and the short exact sequence 
(b) 046 @,R’(K/F/k)+R(K/k)-r (~,R(.~/~))~ +O 
of DDT-modules. The unfamiliar terms in (a) and (b) are as follows: 
(c) R(K/F/k) is defined by the short exact sequence of ~-~~-bimod~ies 
O-tO@,O,~ (T/A,Q)+R(K/F/k)+O 
the bimodule structure of (T/A, SJ) being given by the formula 
for a in E9, b in oF, and u in (T/d, D). R(K/F/k) 0, is viewed as an isA 
module with 0 acting on the left factor, A on the right. 
(d) R’(K/F/k) is defined by the short exact sequence of ~.~~-modu~es 
IJ 0, ‘(K/F/k) is viewed as an SW-module with ti3 acting om the left 
factor, T on the right. 
BroojI The assertions follow immediately from (2.1), Lemma 3.6, and the 
exactness of the functors D 0, (-), (T/A, -}, and (9, -1’~ 
481/91/I-16 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let K/F/k, etc., be as in Theorem 3.1, with F/k non- 
ramt>ed. Then R(K/k) z {F/A, R(K/F)} as OA-modules, and 
R (K/k) z (I’, R (K/F))’ z ZT ozA R (K/F) 
as W-modules. 
Proof. If F/k is non-ramified, then we obtain from Theorem 3.7 (d) and 
(1.6~) that R’(K/F/k) = 0, and an entirely similar argument shows that then 
R(K/F/k) = 0, too. The desired isomorphisms then follow from (a) and (b) 
of Theorem 3.7, together with the remarks following (1.6e). 
Remarks 3.9. There exist analogues for T(K/k) of Theorem 3.7 and 
Corollary 3.8. For example, the counterpart of the second isomorphism of 
(3.8) is simply (1.6e). The counterpart of (3.7a) is the short exact sequence 
of &modules 
0 + T(F/k) @ DF %I -+ T(K/k) + &(F/k) @ oF T(K/F) + 0 
which is an easy consequence of the product formula for the codifferent [4, 
(4.7), p. 271. 
In the remainder of this section we discuss the behavior of R(K/k) under 
base extension and completion. With regard to the former, R(K/k) is, in an 
obvious sense, preserved whenever 0 is, as is apparent from the definitions. 
We discuss the latter in Proposition 3.10 below. Recall first hat the bijection 
I,v:K@,K~(T,K) of (1.6) is an isomorphism of k(F x r)-modules if 
K Ok K and (r, K) are given the module structures described in (1.5b). The 
injection w: z) 0, 0 + (r, 0) of (2.1) is then clearly an o(T x r)-module 
homomorphism, and hence gives rise to an O(TX r)-module structure on 
R(W). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A be a subgroup of a Jinite group F. Let D be a 
Dedekind domain with quotient field k, E be a Galois extension of k with 
Galois group A, and K = (I’, E)‘, a Galois extension of k with Galois group 
F. Let oE and 0 = (F, oE)’ be the maximal o-orders in E and K, respectively, 
and view R(E/k) as an o(A x A)-module as described in (3.9). Then 
(4 R (K/k) z (F x F, R (E/k))’ ‘A 
as Z)F-modules, the W-module structure on the right-hand side being given 
by the formula 
for y, u, z in F, u in 0, and w in (F x F, R(E/k))A xA. 
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as o,T-modules with oE viewed as an 0-mod& via the ~~o~~~~ia~ map 
D-+oE, where u-+u(l). 
(ci R(K/k) z [I-z A] LT@u R(E/k) as ol%odules. 
ProoJ The proposition follows from arguments quite similar to t 
applied in the proofs of (1.6d), Theorem 1.7, Theore 
Corollary 3.8, and hence they will be only briefly sketched. 
commutative diagram of Kr-module isomorphisms 
with vKIk, vElk as in (1.6a) and hi (i = 1,2) given by the formulae 
h,(u 0 v)(o, z>=~(0) 0 u(r) 
{h,(w)@, z)}(6) = w(a-“&)(a) 
for a, r in S, 6 in A, u, v in K, and w in (F X B; (Ad, E))” xA~ The K~-m~d~ie 
structures on the lower terms of the diagram are defined by obvious 
analogues of the formula of (a). As in Lemma 3.6, we obtain a ~Qmrn~tative 
r-injections, with h, and h, isomorphisms. Equation (2.1) an 
the exactness of the functor (r x I-, -)” xA then establish (a)~ 
n order to prove (b) and (c), we select a function 
suck that Ay = Aj7 for all y in r and 7 = 1. With M = (E/k), consider the 
mappangs 
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given by the formulae 
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f(WWY)GJ) = 4% 0) 
P@ 00 w>(a) = UW,~> 
q(v) = 1 @c?I’ 
for y, a in r and a, w, u in oE, (r X I’, M)A “, and (r, M)A, respectively, 
where v’ in (I’ x r, ItI)’ ‘A is defined by 
V’(Y, 0) = 
i 
(Y9 l>(O)) ifyisind 
0 ifyisnotind. 
We omit the tedious but routine verifications that these mappings are well 
defined, f and q are homomorphisms of or-modules (the module structure on 
@\I’, (I’, M)‘) arising from that on (r, A4)A), and p is an o,r-module 
homomorphism. f is, in fact, an isomorphism, its inverse being given by the 
formula 
for y, a as above, w’ in @\I’, (r, M)‘), and y = 87 with 6 in A. Part (a) and 
the remark following (1.6e) then yield the or-module isomorphisms 
~(~/k)=:(rxr,M)~x~~ (d\r, (r,hgA) z [r: d](r,hqA 
establishing (c). 
Turning now to (b), one sees easily that pq is the identity map of (I’, M)‘. 
Our task is to show that qp is the identity map of o, Go (I’ x r, M)“‘, for 
in that case p is an isomorphism of o&-modules and we have, again from 
(a) and the remark following (1.6e), that 
as o&modules, as desired. 
So let p(a @c w) = v in (I’,M)A, with a, w in oE and (r x r, AI)“‘, 
respectively; then 
qp(a o. w) = q(v) = 1 @e v)’ 
with v’ in (rxI’,M) A xA defined by the conditions that v’(y, o) = 0 if y is 
not in A, and if y is in A then 
V'(Y, 0) = (Y, l>(v(a>> = (7, l){aw(l, a)} = y(a) w(y, a). 
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for y in A 
for y not in A. 
The definition fthe O-module structure on (I- X r, M)” ‘*, as given in (a), 
yields easily that uw = u’, and then 
Thus 4p is the identity map of (r x S, )AXA, establishing (b) an 
completing the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, 
and 4 be a prime of D. Let K be a Galois extension of k with Galois group S, 
and 0 be the maximal o-order in K. If !I3 is a prime of 9 above p, then 
(a) R(K/k)Pz LT@,,,R(K$k,) as DT- or O&modules, and 
(b) R(K/k),% [r:Tvpl LT@,,R(K~kJ as or- or ~~~-mod~ies~ with 
TV E T the decomposition group of 9. 
ProoJ Since the maximal order in k, ok K is cp 0, XJT it follows easily 
from (2.1) that 
W/k),= o,O,R(K/k)~=:Rk,OkKlkp) as OT-modules, 
In view of the isomorphisms of (1.9), (b) then follows from 
Proposition 3.10(c) with K,, r,, and k, Ok K playing the roles of E, A, and 
K, respectively. Part (a) follows in similar fashion from Proposition 3.10(b) 
via the B&module isomorphisms 
4. ORDER IDEALS AND STICKELBERGER IELEMENTS 
We begin with a brief review of the properties of the order ideal [IO, 
pp. 49-501 of a finitely generated torsion module over a Dedekind domain O. 
We shall also compute these ideals for some of the Galois modules SO far 
introduced. 
If M is a finitely generated torsion e-module, then the order ideal of is 
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an ideal ord(M) of D which is uniquely determined by the following con- 
ditions: 
(4.la) IfM= / D a, with a an ideal of o, then ord(M) = a. 
(4.lb) If 
O-iM’+MtM”-+O 
is a short exact sequence of finitely generated torsion o-modules, then 
ord(M) = ord(M’) ord(M”). 
We list some additional important properties. 
(4.1 c) ord(M) = o if and only if M = 0. 
(4.ld) If P is a finitely generated projective o-module of rank n, 
f: P 4 P is an injective endomorphism of P, and M = Coker(f), then 
ord(M) is the principal ideal of o generated by det(f), the determinant off. 
Finally, we review the properties of the order ideal with respect to “change 
of rings.” We shall sometimes write ord(M) = ord,(M), with M as above and 
k the quotient field of o. 
(4.le) Let w: o 4 o’ be an injection of Dedekind domains, M be a 
finitely generated torsion o-module, and w . M = o’ @,M be the finitely 
generated torsion o’-module constructed as in (2.22a). If k’ is the quotient 
field of o’, then 
ord,,(o . M) = w(ord,(M)) 0’. 
In particular, if co: o 3 o’ is an isomorphism, then 
ord,,(w . M) = o(ord,(M)). 
(4. lf) Let K be a finite separable extension field of k, D be the 
integral closure of o in K, and M, N be finitely generated torsion modules 
over o and 0, respectively. Then 
ord,(o 0, M) = ord,(M) z) 
or4(N) = N,,&rd, WN 
with “NKIk” the ideal norm. 
Of course, the first equation of (4. If) is a special case of (4. le). 
Now, with o c k as above, let K be a Galois extension of k with Galois 
group r and 0 be as in (4.lf). To evaluate the order ideals of T(K/k) and 
R(K/k), let us assume for the moment that 0 is a free o-module with basis 
IX 1 ,..., xn}, say. Let {yl,..., y,} be the k-basis of K which is dual to 
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ix 1,S.., xn} with respect to the non-degenerate k-bilinear form on 96’ arising 
from the trace map tKlk, i.e., 
If x is in K, then 
x = jJ tK/!f(xxj) Yj 
j=l 
and from this it follows quickly that {y, ,~*., y } is an o-basis of the codif- 
ferent SF(K/k). Hence, by (l.l), generators may be chosen for T(K/IG) so that 
the corresponding matrix of relations is B = (tKlk(xixj)), and (4.ld) then 
yields that ord,(T(K/k)) = det(B) D. Since the latter is simply the 
discriminant (ideal) b(K/k) of K/k, we conclude that 
ord,(T(K/k))) = b(K/k). (4.2) 
A routine localization argument using (4.le) then establishes that (4.2) is 
true in general, i.e., even without the assumption that o be a free o-module. 
As for ord,(R (K/k)), note that, if 0 is o-free as before, then { 1 @xi )...) 
1 @ xn} and {u, ,..., u } are bases of the free Z)-modules 53 O. D and (F, 
respectively, where r = {a, ,..., O } and ~~(0,~) = 6ii. Then clearly 
W( 1 0 Xi) = ~ Uj(Xj) Ikj 
j=l 
with I+Y as in (2. l), and so generators may be chosen for the D-module 
R(K/k) so that the corresponding matrix of relations is A = (Oj(Xi)); then 
(4.ld) applies again to yield that 
ord,(R(K/k)) = det(A) C, = det(uj(xj)) Q (4-3) 
for the case in which 0 is a free o-module with basis {xi ,..., x }. 
Of course, a well-known and trivial computation shows that A ‘A = B, and 
Theorem 2.4 can be viewed as a module-theoretic generalization of this 
identity. 
We shall be especially interested in order ideals which arise in the 
following situation. Let k be an algebraic number field with integer ring O, 
and K be a Galois extension of k with Galois group r of order n. If k is a 
finite xtension of k with integer ring 0,) then a homomorphism x: I-3 ,u~(E) 
of groups extends uniquely to an o-algebra homomorphism DI-+ CQ, which we 
shall also denote by x. The construction (2.22a), applied to the or-module 
(K/k)? then yields the finitely generated torsion o,-module 
x.R(K/k)=o,O, 
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and our aim is to describe, for a cyclic extension K/k, the ideals ord, 
01. W/k)) by means of appropriate generalizations of the classical 
Stickelberger elements of cyclotomic fields. Note that, in view of (4.la, b), 
these ideals are closely related to composition series of R(K/k), and hence 
the formulae of Section 2 will be relevant in this investigation. 
We introduce, then, the following data: 
(4.4a) If n is a natural number, we denote by ,u, =~~(a) the cyclic 
group of order II consisting of all rtth roots of 1 in a fixed algebraic closure 
B of Q. 
(4.4b) If r is a cyclic group of order n and i is a rational integer, we 
shall denote by [ilr the endomorphism of r defined by the condition 
for y in r (we write simply [i] if the group r is understood from the context). 
Of course, the mapping 
(z/d)* + Aut(T) 
i + nZ -+ [ilr 
is an isomorphism of groups. 
(4.4~) We shall write 0, = Gal(Q@,)/Q), the Galois group of the 
cyclotomic extension Q@,)/Q. By the elementary theory of cyclotomic 
fields, the restriction map 
is an isomorphism, and we shall use it to identify the two groups. Thus, in 
view of (4.4b), the symbol [i] = [i],, f or i in L denotes a well-defined 
automorphism of the tield a(,~,); namely, that which is uniquely determined 
by the conditions 
[iI = C’ 
(4.4d) More generally, if k is a subfield of a, we set a,,, = 
Gal(k@,)/k). The restriction map Q,,, C. a,, is then injective, and we shall 
identify Q,,, with its image in 0, under this map. As noted in (4.4c), 
a It.63 - -f2,. 
(4.4e) We set 
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In view of the last remark of (4.4b), the mapping 
is bijective. IfX is a subset of S2,, we denote by X its inverse image In n, 
under this map. Note that, if k is a subfield of 8, then 
{i + nL ) i is in Gn.k} 
constitutes the subgroup of (Z/nZ)* corresponding to .Q,., E 0, under the 
isomorphism 
of (4.4b). 
(Z/d)” % Au&J = 52, 
We now introduce the desired Stickelberger lements and, after a crucial 
lemma, use them to obtain further information on the Galois module 
structure of R(K/k) for suitable xtensions K/k. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Given n, r in Z with n > 1. If k is a subfield of 8, we 
set 
an element of OUn,k, with ( ) as in (2.18). We shall write 
in QQ,. Note that n@,,,(r)(n@,(r)) is in LR,,,(LQ,). 
Our resuits in the remainder of this section will arise from the data 
outlined below. Let: 
(4.6a) k be an algebraic number field contained in 8, and D be the 
ring of integers in k. 
(4.6b) T be a cyclic group of order n. 
(4.6~) or, be the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field ~5 = ic@,). 
(4.6d) I+Y: rz p, be an isomorphism of groups We shall denote by 
the same letter the induced k-algebra (o-algebra) homomorphism v: kT+ L 
(ly: or-, OJ 
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(4.6e) p be a prime of o such that the characteristic of the residue 
field k(p) is prime to II and k(p) contains FI distinct nth roots of 1. 
(4.60 x: r-+~u,(k(~)) be a homomorphism of groups and k(p)(~) be, 
as in Lemma 2.25, the or-module defined by the conditions that k(p)(& = 
k(p) as an o-module and O(X) =x(o) x for CJ in r and x in k(p). 
(4.6g) w. k(p)(~) denote the o,-module defined as in (2.22). 
(4.6h) q be a prime of oL above p. Note that, in view of (e), p splits 
completely in L, and so the canonical injection k(p)3 L(q) is an 
isomorphism. 
(4.6i) ye,,: rzpu,(k(p)) d enote the isomorphism defined by the 
commutative diagram 
lu, *P&(q)) 
with the vertical and horizontal arrows denoting the canonical isomorphism 
of (h) and the isomorphism induced by the residue map o, + L(q), respec- 
tively. 
The lemma below describes, under the hypotheses of (4.6), the o,-module 
v . k(p)Ol). 
LEMMA 4.7. Given the data of (4.6). 
(a) Assume that x = $&or some i in fin,k. Then 
v. %Xx) = [iI-’ .L(q) 
as oL-modules, with [i] = [i],, in f2n,k. 
(b) rfx # vi, for all i in G,,k (in particular, ifx: r+ ,a,,(k(p)) isnot an 
isomorphism), then 
we W)Cx) = 0. 
Proof. Set M = IJI .k(p)&). The definition of M yields quickly that, if 
x, o are in M and I-, respectively, then 
Ye> x =x(a) x* (4.8a) 
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Note that x(o) x is a well-defined element of M because x(a) is in k(p) and 
M, being an o-module annihilated by p, can be viewed as a k(p)-space. 
Assume now that M # 0; then, since M has finite length, there is a simple 
(non-zero) factor o,-module N of M. Of course, the formula (4.8a) holds 
also for all CJ in r and x in N. Moreover, since N is a simple D,-module 
annihilated by p, the annihilator of N is a prime q’ of o above p. This means 
that Nz L(q’) as o,-modules, and thus the formula (4.8a) holds in L(q’). 
Now, since L/k is Galois and, by (4.6e), p splits completely in L: we have 
that Q’ = [i]-‘(q) for unique i in tin,k. The diagram below then commutes: 
the unlabeled arrows denoting isomorphisms induced by obvious (and 
aforementioned) canonical maps. Of course, all mappings in the diagram are 
isomorphisms. It follows that 
w(a) x = w$) x (4&l) 
for all c~ in T and x in L(q’). Comparison with (4.8a) yields that 
in k(p) for all u in r, i.e., x = vi. This establishes (lb). 
Turning now to (a), let x = ,a for some i in Dn,k. Then, with [i]r in 
Aut(L’) as in (4.4b), 
k(p)Ol) = W(v;) = [iI,’ .WWcJ 
as or-modules, by (2.22d) and the fact that v%(o) = ~~(0~) for all (7 in Fe 
Since w[i],’ = [i] -‘v: or+ oL, it follows from (222b) that 
w . WNx) = w . {PI,’ . WMtJJ z ii1 -’ * iv/ .44~vq~i 
as o,-modules. Part (a) is then an immediate consequence of the o,-module 
isomorphism 
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which we establish below (of course, (4.9) is simply the special case of (a) 
with i= 1). 
The desired o,-module isomorphism 
f: v * wwq) = OL OS w)oYq)+m) 
is given by the formula 
for a in oL and x in k(p)(vJ = k(p), w h ere we identify x with its image in 
L(q) under the canonical isomorphism (4.6h). That f is a well-defined oL- 
module homomorphism follows via routine computations from the 
commutative diagram of (4.6i); moreover, f is onto because f( 1 ofl x) = x. 
Hence, to show thatf is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that w . k(p)(v,,) 
is a simple o,-module. 
Let I+?: r+ o,/po, be the composition o-algebra homomorphism 
or-% 0, + 0,/p OL 
the unlabeled arrow denoting the canonical surjection. Since pk(p)(y/,) = 0, 
II/ * ~(PW,) = v. joy,) 
as o,-modules. Now, since p splits completely in L, 
where qj for j < r are all primes of o, above p. Moreover, by (4.6i) the 
diagram below commutes: 
or ---% 0, 
I @qj I 
k(P) A L(qj) 
and thus the composite 
or* 0, + L(qJ 
is surjective for each j < Y (the unlabeled arrow denoting the residue map). 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem then implies that I,? is surjective; therefore, 
since k(p)(v,) is a simple or-module, p. k(p)(v,) (and hence also 
w . k(p)(y/,)) is a simple o,-module. It follows that f is an isomorphism, 
completing the proof of (4.9) and the lemma. 
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We are now ready to obtain further information on (K/k) for a cyclic 
extension K/k of number fields. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let o S k, n, L and g be as in (4.6), K be a Galois 
extension of k with cyclic Galois group T of order n, and 0 be the maximal 
o-order in K. Assume that p is ramiJied in K, and let A be the i~ert~~i group 
of a prime 13 of C, above p and r = jr: A]. Then there is an ~sornor~~isrn 
x: rs ,abk,(k(P)) such that the conditions below are satisj?ed for any prime q 
of Do, above p: 
(4 If li/: i-5 p, is any isomorphism, then 
as oL-modules, where ( ) is as in (2.18), j is the unique element of fiLE, such 
that x = wj, with “c/~: r 5 pu,(k(p)) as in (4.6i), and 
x, = [j] -*f& = {i in R, 1 [i] i5 in [j]-‘R,-,j. 
(b) In particular, if w: F5pu, is the unique ~sornorp~~sm rendering 
the diagram below commutative: 
then 
and 
ord,(v . R(K/k),) = Q”@‘~,~(‘) 
(where we write the action of the group ring LfJ,., on ideals and ideal 
classes exponentially). 
ProoJ: Note first that the o,-modules [ij] ~’ ~ L(q) in the formula of (a) 
are meaningful, since [ij] = [i][j] is in a,,, CD, for i in Xj. 
is as in (b), then x = wq and so, in view of (4.5), the first assertion of (b) 
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follows from (a) upon setting j = 1. The second assertion of (b) is then a 
consequence of the first, together with (a), (b), and (e) of (4.1). 
Turning now to (a), recall first that, by Corollary 2.19, 
for a suitable group isomorphism x: r 5kl,(k(p)). Since p is prime to II, it 
follows from Maschke’s Theorem and a routine localization argument that 
k(p)($) is an or-module of homological dimension one. Since the functor 
preserves short exact sequences of such modules, we obtain that 
as o,-modules. But, if x = Il/jq, then xi = WY, and thus, by (4.4d) and Lem- 
ma 4.7, 
n,k’ 
Since [Q] is in Q, k , if and only if i is in Xj, (a) follows immediately, 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
We now pursue the considerations of Theorem 4.10 a bit further but in a 
somewhat different direction. Assume given the data of (4.6); in particular, 
an isomorphism ‘y: rzp,, of groups. As in (4.6d), we also denote by w the 
induced k-algebra surjection w: kT-t L = k&J. However, we have in 
addition the induced Q-algebra surjection 
which yields, upon tensoring with k, a k-algebra surjection 
yo: kT+ A = k @,C+,,). (4.1 la) 
A is a commutative semi-simple k-algebra, and thus possesses a unique 
maximal o-order ‘!!I. We then have, finally, the induced o-algebra 
homomorphism 
l/Y0 : or+ (11. (4.1 lb) 
Given the cyclic extension K/k as in Theorem 4.10, we shall obtain a partial 
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description of the VI-module v,, 1 R(K/k) in terms of the Stickelberger 
elements of (4Sa); this description will follow easily from our preceding 
discussion 
Let us examine the algebras ‘!II g A a bit more closely. It follows easily 
from Galois theory that there is a k-algebra isomorphism 
$4: A 2 (L?,, L)““J (4.12a) 
with the property that 
for x, y, w in k, a@,), and Q,, respectively, where we regar 
a,,,-set. Note that the formula is meaningful since, ify, w are as above, then 
w(y) is in Q@J c L. 4 is a routine variant of the isomorphisms of (1.6). 
Restriction to VI yields the corresponding o-algebra isomor~h~sm 
Note finally that the action of a, on the right factor of A = k @Q’Q&,J 
renders A a Galois extension of k with Galois group Q,, since such 
extensions are preserved by change of base. 
We shall, when convenient, identify the relevant algebras via the 
isomorphisms of (4.12). Then A is isomorphic to a product of copies of L, 
one for each right coset of ~‘2, modulo Qn,k. Pf w is in n, then the 
corresponding projection map 
is, in view of (4.12a), given by the formula 
4,(x 0 Y> = XW(Y> (4.l.h) 
for x, y as in (4.12a). This quickly yields the useful identities below: 
i,,’ = #cow’ (0,~’ in .C12,) (413b) 
i,d = W#d (0 in g2n.k, w’ in Q,) (4.136) 
(b,jly/o= I#: kT-+L (41Jd) 
with i in a, and [i] = [i],, in 92,. The right-band side of (4.130) is 
meaningful in view of the above-noted action of Q, on A by k-algebra 
automorphisms, and we interpret the k-algebra homom~r~b~sm vi : kr--p L 
by means of the convention of (4.6d). Assertions analogous to (4.%2)-(4.13) 
apply also to ‘EI with L, kT replaced by nL and or3 respectively. The trivial 
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structure theory of modules over a direct product of rings, together with 
(4.12b), (4.13 ) c , and (2.22b), then yields the following facts: 
(4.14) Assume given, for each o in Q,, an o,-module M(w) with the 
property that M(wco’) =: o . M(w’) for all w in a,,, and o’ in Q,. Then 
there is an ‘U-module 1M, unique up to isomorphism, such that (d, . M z M(w) 
as o,-modules for all w in ~‘2,. In particular, ifM and N are ‘U-modules, then 
MCZ N if and only if 4, . Mz $, . N as o,-modules for all cu in a,. 
The theorem below follows from the general formulae of Theorem 4.10 via 
a fairly routine computation. However, it is perhaps clearer to apply a direct 
argument utilizing Lemma 4.7. 
THE_OREM 4.15. Let n, r, K/k, p, etc., be as in Theorem 4.10, and 
y: TSp,, be an isomorphism. Then there is a simple ‘U-module M, 
depending on ly, such that pM = 0 and 
“dwo . W/k),) =: n@,(r) . M 
as %-modules, with the o-algebra homomorphism y0 : or-t ‘u as in (4.1 lb). 
Proof. An argument entirely similar to that of the proof of 
Theorem 4.10(a) shows that, for a suitable group isomorphism x: rz 
Uk(p)), 
4~~ . WKlk),) z fI n (a) yo . W)Cd 
i=l 
(4.16) 
as %-modules. Now, letting q be a prime of oL above p, we shall first 
consider the case in which I,Y is as in Theorem 4.10 (b), i.e., the unique 
isomorphism ye r-% ,uu, such that yg = x, with yq as in (4.6i). 
By (4.14), (4.13c), and (2.22b), there is an ‘U-module M which is uniquely 
determined up to ‘U-module isomorphism by the conditions below for o in 
fin,: 
$, . M = 10” *L(q) (4.17a) 
Since L(q) is a simple o,-module and pL(q) = 0, (4.12b) and the remarks 
following it imply that M is a simple %-module and PM = 0. Moreover, if i, j
are rational integers prime to n, then 
#[jl-l *([iI-’ * M) z #[ijl-~ * M 
w M-’ .L(q) 
I 
if [ij] is in Q,,, 
0 if [ij] is not in Qn,k 
(4.17b) 
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the first isomorphism from (4.13b). Now. if I$: rz+,uil, is the unique 
isomorphism with the property that I? = u/: then 
f=,;=@ij 
and then. by (2.22b). (4.13d), and Lemma 4.7. 
O!jl 1 . {w,, . k(p)(j’)\ 2 I$. k(p)cy) 
=. /PI-’ . L(q) if [[ji is in R,,.A 
if [ij] is not in AR,,., . 
(4.i8) 
Since this is true for all j prime to n. we may compare (4.17b) and (4.18 1 
and apply (4.14) to conclude that 
I+/,, . k(p)ty)z lij ! . M i4.192; 
as o,-modules for all i prime to H. On the other hand. of i is not mime to n 
then. by (4.13d) and Lemma 4.7. 
Qlj, .{li/” . k(P)(y)! 2 li/’ . F:(p)Q’) =--: 0 
for ail j as above, and thus 
WI). QPKc'=~ j4.i9bj 
again by (4.14). The formulae (4.16) and (4.19) immediately yieid the 
desired ‘&module isomorphism 
oil wo ( . R(K/k),) =: n@,(r) . ill 
for the special case in which wq =x. 
In the general case, g/ -= t+Gj for some j prime to 11. with I+?: I’s+ p,, the 
unique isomorphism such that I+?, = x. Then i~() = [j] I$,,: or-1 ‘2l. Moreover. 
by-the special case proved above, there is a simple %-module h? such that 
pit4 = 0 and 
But then 
with M = jjl . l@! the third isomorphism because the functor [ jl . (-) is 
exact and preserves imple modules. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 4.20. Let o c k, n, T, oL EL, and ?I s A be as in 
Theorem 4.15, K be a Galois extension of k with Galois group P, and D be 
the maximal o-order in K. Let p1 ,..., pS be all primes of o which ramijjy in K, 
and for each i < s let Ai be the inertial group of a prime of D above pi. 
Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(a) Each pi is prime to n and the residue$eld k(p,) contains n distinct 
nth roots of 1. 
(b) r = [R Ai] is independent of i < s. 
Then, if w: P% p, is an isomorphism of groups, there is an o-torsion ‘u- 
module M (depending upon w) such that M, is a simple ‘U-module for i < s, 
M, = 0 for p f p1 ,..., pS and 
4vo . RWW) = n@,(r) . ~4 
as ‘U-modules, with wO: or+ VI as in (4.1 lb). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.15 there is, for each i, a simple %-module M,, pi- 
primary as an o-module, such that 
4~~ - W/k),) =: n@,(r) . 
Since pr ,..., psare all primes of o which ramify in 
Mi. 
K 
R (K/k) = U R (K/k) pi 
i=l 
and so the corollary follows immediately with 
Theorems 4.10 and 4.15 quickly yield two global results, the second of 
which is a weak form of the classical theorem that the ideal class group of a 
cyclotomic extension of Q is annihilated by the “Stickelberger ideal”; see, 
e.g., [7, Theorem 2.4, p. 131 or [6, Sect. 4, pp. 604-6051. Our proof is based 
on the Hilbert-Speiser theorem that a tame abelian extension of Q possesses 
a normal integral basis, and in that respect is similar in spirit o the 
argument given in [6]. 
COROLLARY 4.2 1. Given the data of Corollary 4.20. Assume, in addition 
to conditions (a)-(b) of Corollary 4.20, that 0 @,D z -c)P as or-modules 
(with P acting on the right-most factor of D 0, D). 
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(a) Ifs = 1, then 
is a principal ideal of o, for any prime q of oL above 
(b) Assume, on the other hand, that k and L are linearly disjoint. 
Then there is an ideal b of o, such that b CT o = p1 . .. ps and 
is a principal ideal of 0,. 
ProoJC The definition of R(K/k) yields the U-module short exact 
sequence 
O-toO,~~(r,o)~R(K/k)-,0. (4.22a) 
Now, Corollary 4.20(a) and Maschke’s Theorem imply, via an argument 
entirely similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4.10 (a), that R(K/k) is an 
or-module of homological dimension one. Hence, if w: l-3~~ is an 
isomorphism of groups, (4.22a) and routine homological algebra yield the 
exact sequence 
of oL-modules, with the o-algebra homomorphism w: r-, o, as in (4.6d). In 
addition, since (r, D) z DT =: 0 0, D as or-modules, we obtain that 
as o,-modules. 
Note first that, if s = I, then Corollary 4.20(b) is vacuous and R(K/k) = 
R(K/k), with p = pr the unique prime of o ramified in K. Then, if q is a 
prime of oL above p, we have from Theorem 4.10(b) that 
ordL(w + R(K/k)) = qn@n.k(‘) 
for a suitable group isomorphism v: I’z,uu,. Equations (4.22b), (4.23), and 
(4.ld) then yield that this ideal of o, is principal, establishing (a). 
On the other hand, if k and L are linearly disjoint, then L = A, oL = % 
92, k = L?, 9 and li/ = I,U~ :or-+ oL = ?I, with ‘u G A as in Corollary 4.20 and 
w: Fz pu, any isomorphism. Therefore, by that corollary 
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with A4 an U-module satisfying the conditions of the corollary. The same 
argument as above, together with (4.lb) and (4.le), then shows that 
ord,(v . R(K/k)) = b”@n,k(“) 
is a principal ideal of oL, with b = ord,(M). 
Now, by Corollary 4.20, M, is a simple pi-primary o,-module for all i < s, 
and thus Mpi z L(q,) for some prime qi of D, above pi. Since 
M= fJl4,= f-JL(c&) 
i=l i=l 
it follows from (4.la,b) that b=q, ... q,. Thus bno=p, a.. ps, 
establishing (b) and completing the proof. 
Finally, we apply the preceding considerations to the case k = Q. Of 
course, in that case L = a($,) and Qn,k = Qnn,o= on,. We shall denote by 
Pic(o,) the ideal class group of o,, a ZQn,-module. 
COROLLARY 4.24. Let n be a natural number greater than one, 
L = Q(&), and r be a divisor of n. Then the element 
of LQ,, annihilates Pic(o,). 





is in Z for any i in Z, and thus the above multiple of O,(r) is in ZX,. 
Given C in Pic(oL), a classical theorem on primes in an arithmetic 
progression provides a prime q of o, in the ideal class C with the property 
that, if q n Z = pZ with p a rational prime, then p = 1 (mod n). Then, by [2, 
Lemmas 1-4, p. 871, Q&J is a cyclic extension of Q of degree p - 1 which 
is totally ramified at p and non-ramified at all other primes. Let d = n/r; 
then d ] p - 1, and so there is a unique subfield E of a(,~,) which is a cyclic 
extension of Q of degree d and satisfies the same ramification conditions. 
Let r be cyclic of order n; then the Galois group of E/B can be identified 
with the subgroup A of r of order d. By [3, Proposition 1.2(5), p. 811 the Q- 
algebra 
K = (r, E)A 
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is then a Galois extension of Q with Galois group T which acts on K 
according the formula 
for 0, y in T and u: r-+ E in K. Let X? be the maximal order in K. The above- 
mentioned ramification conditions on E then imply that p is the only rational 
prime which ramifies in K, and A is the inertial group of a prime of above 
p. Since p is prime to n, E/Q is tame, and thus the integ ring 0% of E is a 
free Zd-module by the above-mentioned theorem of iibert-Speiser [6, 
2~ 5901; then 
0 = (I--, DE)d z zr @Iti 0, (4.25) 
is a free U-module. Finally, since p = 1 (mod n), the residue field F, 
contains all nth roots of 1, and so we may apply Corollary 4.21 (a) to obtain 
that 
is a principal ideal of D,. 
Wowever, we want a stronger result; namely, that 
q (n/r) O”(r) 
is a principal ideal, and to this end we must argue a bit more carefuly. 
(4.25) I, is isomorphic as a L-algebra to a direct product of r copies of eE, 
one for each coset of r modulo A. Since the mappings in the exact sequence 
(4.22a) are Or-module homomorphisms, we may pass to components to 
obtain a ZT-module exact sequence 
Q-,o,O~-C>~(r,0,)4S(K/Q)-tQ (4.26a) 
where O, gB 0 and (T, 0,) z 12T az o, are free ZT-modules and 
~S(K/Q)ER(K/Q) (4.26s) 
as LT-modules. If w: rzp,, is an isomorphism of groups, we then sbtain, 
as in the proof of Corollary 4.21, the o,-module exact sequence 
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with the two left terms free o,-modules. Also, by (4.26b) and 
Theorem 4.10 (b), 
ord,(v . ,S(K/Q))r = ord,(v . R(K/Q)) = qnoncr) 
for suitable ye (since, in this case, R(K/Q) = R(K/Q),), and thus 
ord,(v . S(K/Q)) = q(nlr)en(r). 
We then conclude from (4.26~) and (4. Id) that this is a principal ideal of oL . 
Therefore 
cow e,(r) - 1 
in Pic(oL), completing the proof. 
Remark 4.27. Note that the hypothesis of Corollary 4.21 that 0 0,-C, 
and Or be isomorphic or-modules is satisfied if, for example, D is a free o- 
module and 0 0, 0 is free or-module. 
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